
Dress-Form Cover Instructions
The goal of this is to make a Cover to go over a Dress-Form for an easy and affordable close copy of 

your body ensuring that the garments you make will fit you.  There

are lots of instructions for making dress-forms out of duct tape, or

paper tape.  However, here in Phoenix in the summer duct tape

dress-forms sag and loose their shape, and you cannot pin

patterns to them.    Once you've made a cover that fits you, then

when a garment fits the stuffed out cover on the dress-form, the

garment will fit you.  You will be able to pin-fit paper patterns,

or drape-fit fabric on it.  It will also be easy to adjust if your body

changes. For those who are numbers challenged or phobic, you

only need to use numbers (as in measurements) when you pick

out your pattern size.  Also included are instructions for making

your dress-form framework, and a stand for those who do not have a dress-form.  

For those who want to share a dress-form and want a removable stuffed cover, see Kenneth D. Kings 

article in Threads, June/July 2012.  Allow at least 3 – 4 hours for each part of this process.      
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 Supplies:

• 2-1/2 yards of muslin or plain fabric (we will be writing on it)
• Dark colored thread (to show up easily on the muslin)
• Mechanical pencil, colored pencils or pens (to show up easily on the muslin)
• Fabric Eraser
• 24" - 30" separating zipper
• *Pattern in your size using your largest measurement 
•   *[Use a pattern that has a bodice and a straight type skirt (no

gathers or pleats), princess seams that start at the shoulder,  such as
Simplicity 2341, Perfect Plus Jacket Pattern., or Burda 7670]

• Scissors (paper and fabric scissors)
• Seam ripper
• Pins (lots!) and pin cushion
• Clear gridded quilting ruler
• Curved ruler
• Tape measure, or ribbon long enough to go around you
• 1/4” ribbon in a contrasting color
• Dress-form close to your size, or smaller (or, see instructions for

making your own at the end)
Sources for Dress-Forms: on sale at JoAnn's, garage sales, the
Goodwill, and other Thrift stores.

• *Fabulous Fit foam padding kit, fusible batting, or plastic grocery bags
• 1 yard Cotton knit with at least 75% stretch, or a very stretchy t-shirt

or turtleneck (to hold in stuffing on the dress form) for the Dress-Form
Cover Liner
*comes already made with the Fabulous Fit kit.

• Sewing Machine

• a Fitting Buddy or Friend 
• a stool for model to stand on (to save fitter's knees)

*See Part 4 for the supplies if you are going to make a dress-form framework, and a stand.
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Instructions:

Part 1- Making the Dress-Form Cover:

Copy the pattern for your size, using only the bodice and skirt pieces, onto muslin fabric,  make the 
skirt as long as the dress form, or long enough to cover your derriere.

If there is no back seam on the pattern, make one by placing the back pattern piece
1” away from the fold on the fabric.  Cut down the fold to make two pieces to be
sewn together.

If the pattern measurements are smaller than yours, draw the seam allowance out
until it more closely matches your measurements.  Use a curved ruler to help draw
those lines.

Mark the notches, and cut out the muslin pieces.  Seam allowances are 1”.

Baste all the seams with a 3mm stitch in the dark contrasting
thread with the seams on the outside!

Baste the seams in this order:
1) princess seams, front and back
2) shoulder seams
3) center back seam
4) side seams
5) waist seam (if it's on the pattern)
6) center front seam with zipper (on the outside; You will need to be able to zip
and unzip this cover while it is on you!).
7) Baste/stay stitch around the neck, armholes, and hem, clip on the curves, and
press under.  

Try on the cover after you stitch it up to make sure the
cover is long enough and big enough around you before the
fitting.  If it is too short, or not big enough around, baste in extra fabric to
make up the difference.
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Part 2 - Fitting the Dress-Form Cover:

Once the Dress-Form Cover is basted together, try it on over your normal undergarments (with the 
seam allowances on the outside).  Make sure it is not too tight anywhere (fabric can be basted in to 
make more room).

Have your Fitting Buddy or Friend pinch out and pin the excess from all the seam allowances (on the 
outside), starting at the shoulders and work your way down the shell.

• Do the   horizontal seams (shoulders, waist, and hem) first.

• Then the vertical seams ( front side princess seams,side seams, center back seam, and back 
princess seams).
You may need to add a dart or insert a piece of muslin to help shape very curvy areas*.
  

• Draw where your neckline is (at the base of your neck) on the shell (baste in extra fabric if you 
need to).  

• Also, draw where you actual armholes are [you may have to move the arm up and down to find
the dimple at the top of the armhole where the armhole and shoulder are separate].

After all the seams have the excess pinched and pinned, wrap the ribbon around your waistline (where 
you feel comfortable), and pin it in place.  You may have to bend from side to side to find where the 
waist is located.

Make sure that all the seams are properly aligned with the body: 

• side seams, center front seam, and center back seams are straight and perpendicular 
to the floor

• front side princess seams are over the bust apex
• hem is straight and parallel to the floor
• ribbon at waist seam is at your true waist line, 
• neckline is at your neckline
• armholes are at your armholes
•

There should be NO wrinkles on the Dress-form Cover.

It is okay if the side seams are not centered under the armholes after the fitting.  The main thing is that 
they are straight.  If the side seams are not centered under the armholes,  have them drawn on the cover 
with a contrasting color centered under the armhole, straight and perpendicular to the floor.
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Draw the new seam lines marked by the pins with a pencil or pen (you may want to leave the pins in 
until you've stitched up to them).

Baste on the new seam lines.  Baste the ribbon at your waist line.

Trim away any excess seam allowances and clip any curved area. Remove any old basting that keeps a 
seam allowance from being opened up flat.

**If any area is too tight, mark the area, remove the basting, and pin in a scrap of muslin.  Once that 
area fits, baste the muslin scrap in using the new seam lines. 

Try on again to see if there are anymore changes need to be made.  And if so, repeat the steps above.

Once the Dress-Form cover fits you snugly, but not too tight, you can use it as a pattern to make a 
decorative Dress-Form Cover, or use it as it is.  If you choose to use it as a pattern, draw on all the 
basted seam lines first, then trim all the seam allowances to the same size.  You can then use the drawn 
seam lines as your guide (even use a tracing wheel and tracing paper to mark the seam line on the 
decorative fabric).  Be sure to wash any colored fabric before making your final Dress-form Cover so 
the dye won't transfer onto the garments you are fitting.
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Sewing the Dress-form Cover Liner*:

If you do not purchase the Fabulous Fit  foam padding kit (which comes with a cotton knit cover), 
then you will need to use a **stretchy t-shirt, or make your own cotton knit tube  for your Dress-
form Cover Liner to hold your padding/stuffing in place so you can zip your Dress-form Cover over 
your dress-form and nothing shifts or fall out.  The liner will need to be smaller than the cover.

*You will also need some elastic, or a drawstring if you don't have a dress-form and are going to be 
making a “form” to support your dress-form cover.

Sew down one side of the cotton knit tube so that it will fit you (if your
dress-form has dials, have them set as close as you can to your measurements
first).  Trim off the excess fabric from the seam.

On the top of the open end of the cotton knit tube, sew a shoulder seam, use
your shoulder seams on the muslin cover as your guide for length and slope
angle.

Leaving an opening for the neck.  Or, if you leave enough space at the top,
make a tube that will go over the neck on your dress-form.
Then, sew the other shoulder seam (which will close off the top of the cotton
knit tube).

Place your Dress-form Cover Liner (cotton knit tube or stretchy t-shirt) on
your Dress-Form, and smooth out any wrinkles.

Zip the completed Dress-Form Cover on over the Liner covered Dress-
Form.

*A cotton tube comes already made with the Fabulous Fit kit.

** If you are using a stretchy t-shirt, or turtleneck as your Liner, use your Dress-form cover as a 
template for getting the t-shirt to size.  Sew the sleeves shut and sew elastic or a casing with drawstring 
at the bottom to help hold in the padding/stuffing.  Then place on your dress-form.
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Part 3 - Stuffing/Padding the Dress-Form:

You can now place the stuffing of your choice (*Fabulous Fit foam kit, fusible batting, plastic 
grocery bags) under the Dress-form Liner (cotton knit tube or stretchy t-shirt) to fill out areas on the 
Dress-Form Cover to replicate your shape.

Start padding/stuffing at the top of the Dress-Form and work your way down.  
You will need to unzip the Cover most of the time to add or adjust the padding/stuffing.

Use your tape measure or a length of ribbon to compare your Dress-Form Cover measurements to your 
measurements to make sure you don't over, or under stuff too much in any area.

Follow the above steps to your Dress-Form Cover if you lose, or gain 
weight and need to make adjustments.

Revised on 05/18/14
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